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What happened when the moon 'turned itself inside out' billions of years ago?




Robert Lea 

published 10 April 24




The moon underwent a reversal around 4.2 billion years ago, flipping itself "inside out" after a giant impact to create the picture of the faithful lunar companion that we see today.
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Could these big expandable habitats help humanity settle the moon and Mars?




Mike Wall 

published 10 April 24




Max Space is building habitat modules that could expand to enormous sizes in space, giving humanity plenty of room to live in orbit as well as on the moon and Mars.
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US needs new space tech or it 'will lose,' Space Force chief says




Brett Tingley 

published 10 April 24




"Throughout our nation's history, military success has hinged on support from commercial industry."
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What it was like to chase totality in South Texas




Jamie Carter 

published 10 April 24




Chasing eclipses in South Texas meant dealing with lots of hurdles, yes, but also lots of gratitude.
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Prime Video's 'Fallout' launches into the post-apocalyptic TV frontier (video)




Jeff Spry 

published 10 April 24




Grab your Vault suit and a Nuka Cola for a sci-fi romp through the wasteland in "Fallout," Amazon Prime Video's latest sci-fi gaming adventure for TV.
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What is the moon phase today? Lunar phases 2024




Tariq Malik 

last updated 10 April 24



Reference
See what moon phase it is tonight and find out when you can see the rest of the moon phases for 2024.
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Totality was a total bust for me — but not for the reason you may think
Despite the disappointment, I still enjoyed my time in the beautiful city of Rochester. 










[image: The first spacecraft to explore beyond the solar system started spouting gibberish late last year. Now, NASA knows why.]





We finally know why NASA's Voyager 1 spacecraft stopped communicating — scientists are working on a fix
The first spacecraft to explore beyond the solar system started spouting gibberish late last year. Now, NASA knows why.
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Astronauts' photos capture April 8 solar eclipse from Earth orbit
'I'm ecstatic to see this box gets checked and just to see this amazing thing from up here.'
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SpaceX launches 23 Starlink satellites in nighttime liftoff (photos)
Liftoff occurred at 1:40 a.m. ET on Wednesday (April 10).
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Eclipse 2026: The next total solar eclipse will be Europe's 1st in 27 years
The next total solar eclipse will occur on Aug. 12, 2026.
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China moving at 'breathtaking speed' in final frontier, Space Force says
"For the first time in decades, U.S. leadership in space and space technology is being challenged."
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Future quantum computers will be no match for 'space encryption' that uses light to beam data around — with the 1st satellite launching in 2025



By

Keumars Afifi-Sabet 

published 9 April 24




Quantum computers will break encryption one day. But converting data into light particles and beaming them around using thousands of satellites might be one way around this problem.
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'Them space drugs cooked real good:' Varda Space just made an HIV medicine in Earth orbit



By

Stefanie Waldek 

published 29 March 24




Varda Space has written up the results of its groundbreaking W-1 mission, which successfully crystalized the metastable Form III of the antiviral drug ritonavir in space and returned it to Earth.
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SpaceX fires up huge Super Heavy booster ahead of 4th Starship test flight (photos, video)



By

Mike Wall 

published 6 April 24




SpaceX conducted an engine test with its latest Super Heavy booster on Friday (April 5), readying the giant vehicle for the next Starship launch.
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SpaceX moves Super Heavy booster to pad ahead of 4th Starship flight (photos)



By

Mike Wall 

published 4 April 24




SpaceX has moved its giant Super Heavy booster to the pad for testing ahead of the next Starship test flight, which could launch as soon as May.
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Higgs boson: The 'God Particle' explained



By

Robert Lea 

last updated 10 April 24



Reference
The Higgs boson is a fundamental particle discovered on July 4, 2012, by researchers at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) located at CERN, Switzerland.
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Ambitious new dark matter-hunting experiment delivers 1st results



By

Robert Lea 

published 4 April 24




The new BREAD experiment, which was designed to search the cosmos for mysterious dark matter, has returned its first results.
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Western US residents report the most UFO sightings — what are they actually seeing?



By

Sharmila Kuthunur 

published 4 April 24




Wide-open spaces of the western U.S. may partly explain the region’s higher UAP sightings, according to a new study.
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Life on Enceladus? Europe eyes astrobiology mission to Saturn ocean moon



By

Keith Cooper 

published 31 March 24




The future European Space Agency mission could include an orbiting spacecraft as well as a lander, both of which would sample ocean material in Enceladus' plumes.
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The Europa Clipper may only need 1 ice grain to detect life on Jupiter's ocean moon



By

Keith Cooper 

published 22 March 24




A single icy moon grain could host tiny microbes or cellular remnants of life. If so, NASA's Europa Clipper may one day be able to find life near Jupiter.
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New moon calendar 2024: When is the next new moon?



By

Daisy Dobrijevic 

last updated 9 April 24



Reference
Discover what a new moon is and when the next new moon will occur with our new moon 2024 guide.
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New moon phase on April 8 will bring on the 2024 total solar eclipse



By

Jesse Emspak 

published 3 April 24




This month's new moon, which occurs on April 8, is a special one: It will cause a total solar eclipse, the last such event to grace the contiguous United States for two decades.
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Night sky, April 2024: What you can see tonight [maps]



By

Chris Vaughan 

last updated 1 April 24



Reference
Find out what's up in your night sky during April 2024 and how to see it in this Space.com stargazing guide.
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Top sci-fi movies and TV shows to watch on Amazon Prime in April



By

Scott Snowden 

last updated 1 June 23




Time to catch up on some long overdue sci-fi, so here's our handy guide to what's on
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The best sci-fi movies and TV shows to stream on Netflix in April



By

Scott Snowden 

last updated 22 January 24




A veritable treasure trove of sci-fi is available at your fingertips
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'3 Body Problem:' How Netflix's sci-fi saga employs the famous Wow! SETI signal



By

Jeff Spry 

published 16 March 24




An explanation of the Wow! signal as used in the new Netflix sci-fi series, "3 Body Problem."
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Best beginner cameras 2024: Models from Canon, Sony, Nikon and more



By

Jacob Little 

last updated 1 March 24



Buying Guide
The best beginner cameras must be easy to get to grips with while also offering room to grow.
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Higgs boson: The 'God Particle' explained



By

Robert Lea 

last updated 10 April 24



Reference
The Higgs boson is a fundamental particle discovered on July 4, 2012, by researchers at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) located at CERN, Switzerland.
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Best neutral density filters in 2024



By

Jamie Carter 

last updated 10 April 24



Buying Guide
Here are some of the best-ranked neutral density filters for your consideration. They allow for longer exposures and adjustable light transmission.
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